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World War II Naval Forces
An Interactive History Adventure
Capstone Classroom "Describes the role sailors played during World War II. Readers' choices reveal various historical
details"--Provided by publisher.

You Choose: World War II Naval Forces
An Interactive History Adventure
Capstone Anchors aweigh! World War II is raging in the Paciﬁc and the Atlantic Oceans. You're at sea, ﬁghting for your
country as a sailor. Will you: Serve in the German Navy and attempt to survive the sinking of the Bismarck? Experience
the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor as a U.S. Marine? Storm Omaha Beach in an American Navy landing craft on DDay?

World War II
An Interactive History Adventure
Capstone Classroom "Describes the events of World War II and explains the signiﬁcance of the war today. The reader's
choices reveal the historical details from the perspective of a member of the Dutch resistance, a Canadian soldier, and
an American soldier"--Provided by publisher.

World War II Pilots
An Interactive History Adventure
Capstone Classroom "Describes the role pilots played during World War II. Readers' choices reveal various historical
details"--Provided by publisher.

You Choose: World War II Pilots
An Interactive History Adventure
Capstone Air raid! The world's great powers are at war again. This is the Second World War, but it is history's ﬁrst war
in which airplanes play a major role. You want to ﬂy and you want to ﬁght. Will you: Fly with the Royal Air Force as a
British pilot and ﬁght in the Battle of Britain? Dogﬁght as an American ﬁghter pilot over the Paciﬁc Ocean? Join the
Tuskegee Airmen and be one of the ﬁrst African-American aviators in the U.S. military?
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You Choose: World War II Infantrymen
An Interactive History Adventure
Capstone You are on the front lines at the height of World War II, ﬁghting bravely against Germany and the other Axis
powers. Will you: Fight alongside Filipino soldiers to defend the Philippines' Bataan Peninsula? Struggle to push the
Germans out of El Alamein, Egypt, as part of the British Army? Land on the beaches of Normandy, France, as part of an
invasion to drive the German Army from the country?

You Choose: World War II Spies
An Interactive History Adventure
Capstone War is a time of secrets. Advances in technology during the height of World War II provide new methods for
spies to keep secrets, steal information, and destroy enemy plans. You're about to go under cover. Will you: Become a
resistance ﬁghter in Denmark, revealing Germany's false claims of protection? Work as a double cross agent, pledging
loyalty to one country but actually spying for another? Join the U.S. Oﬃce of Strategic Services, shuttling weapons to
the Allies and sabotaging German transportation?

What If You Were on the Paciﬁc Front in World War II?
An Interactive History Adventure
Capstone Press The Japanese and their invading forces have wreaked havoc across eastern Asia. They've even attacked
the U.S. Naval Base Pearl Harbor. You're part of the Allied Forces helping defend the Paciﬁc Front. YOU CHOOSE how
you will help ﬁght for freedom on the high seas? Will you make the right decisions to help forward your cause and
come home safe?

You Choose: At Battle in World War II
An Interactive Battleﬁeld Adventure
Capstone The Second World War is a war of the modern world, in terms of technology and ﬁrepower. Airplanes, tanks,
and fully automatic weapons make their appearance. Battles in both Europe and the Paciﬁc give this ﬁght between
nations a global scope. Will you: Live through the attack of Stalingrad as a young Russian commander? Experience the
invasion of Okinawa as a U.S. pilot or infantryman? Fight in the Battle of the Bulge, a major turning point in the war?
You Choose oﬀers multiple perspectives on history, supporting Common Core reading standards and providing readers
a front-row seat to the past.

The Naval Warfare of World War II
The History of the Ships, Tactics, and Battles That
Shaped the Fighting in the Atlantic and Paciﬁc
CreateSpace *Includes pictures *Includes accounts of battles like Pearl Harbor, Midway, Coral Sea, and more. *Proﬁles
the diﬀerent nations' naval forces and strategies *Includes online resources and a bibliography for further reading
*Includes a table of contents Naval combat underwent a signiﬁcant metamorphosis during World War II. Nazi Germany
and Imperial Japan launched some of the most powerful battleships ever to sail the world's oceans, yet the conﬂict
witnessed the emergence and triumph of the aircraft carrier as the 20th century's true monarch of the seas.
Submarine warfare expanded and developed, while aircraft technology and doctrine experienced several revolutionary
changes due to the unforgiving demands of the new combat environment. Popular accounts of World War II frequently
focus on the dominance of German panzers over the more lightly armored, lightly armed tanks of the Soviets, British,
and Americans, or the superb ﬁghting skills of the Waﬀen SS and ordinary Wehrmacht soldiers. Germany's land forces
enjoyed an undoubted advantage over their enemies thanks to excellent vehicle technology, while German soldiers
slaughtered vast numbers of Soviet conscripts and proved formidable opponents even to their better-trained English
and American counterparts. However, the Axis failed to secure either the seas or the skies, and their defeat in these
theaters ultimately led to their doom. Many highly advanced aircraft designs languished on the drawing boards of
Junkers and Messerschmitt engineers, left undeveloped due to high command disinterest or simple lack of resources.
The most advanced ﬁghters developed by Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan were equaled or outmatched by such
aircraft as the U.S. F6F Hellcat (which achieved kill ratios of between 13 to 1 and 19 to 1 against Japanese "Zero"
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ﬁghters) or P-51 Mustang. America, with its vast productive resources and immense manufacturing capacity, singlehandedly supplied the materiel that saved Britain and the Soviet Union from defeat. It did so by controlling the sea
lanes and eventually ending much of the threat of U-boat attack, supplying England and Russia with staggering
quantities of food, weapons, raw materials, trucks, tanks, aircraft, prefabricated buildings, boots, ammunition,
medicines, and even entire locomotives and sets of railway rolling stock. Over 50% of the Soviet Union's entire wartime
supply base, from food and clothing to weapons and vehicles, came directly from the United States. In time, the
American and British navies progressively destroyed their Axis counterparts, ensuring clear sea lanes, high strategic
mobility for seaborne invasions, and large-scale air support that eventually battered the Axis armies into submission.
Just as the Luftwaﬀe paralyzed Poland's defenders in 1939 with air superiority, so the Allies' mastery of naval and
aerial warfare turned the tables to paralyze the Nazis and Japanese: "The fate of Germany and Japan was sealed [...] by
the many-layered application of Anglo-American air and sea power. The totality of this pressure [...] eventually choked
oﬀ Axis mobility. [...] Air and sea power could operate throughout the productive process, not only to aﬀect the
battleﬁeld, but to determine how much and what kinds of military equipment were produced and deployed." (O'Brien,
2015, 480). Indeed, the "ultimate weapon" of World War II proved to be not a powerful tank or a speciﬁc type of
aircraft, but a gigantic piece of military hardware combining the newly augmented power of both air and naval
operations, the aircraft carrier. Every diverse element of the military machine had a crucial role to play, but the
aircraft carrier stood head and shoulders above any other single system as the key to victory in the mid 1940s.

The World War II Soldiers' Experience
Capstone Classroom What types of challenges and choices were faced by World War II soldiers? Find yourself in the
midst of the action in The World War II Soldier Experience. Storm the beaches of Normandy on D-Day, face kamikaze
attacks in the Paciﬁc Ocean, and sweat in the blistering heat of battle in the North African desert. With 148 choices
and 69 possible endings, The World War II Soldier Experience will put you on the front lines of World War II.

Integration of the Armed Forces, 1940-1965
Government Printing Oﬃce CMH Pub 50-1-1. Defense Studies Series. Discusses the evolution of the services' racial
policies and practices between World War II and 1965 during the period when black servicemen and women were
integrated into the Nation's military units.

World War II Spies
An Interactive History Adventure
Capstone Classroom "Describes the role spies played during World War II. Readers' choices reveal various historical
details"--

Fleets of World War II (revised Edition)
Design History and Analysis for Every Ship of Every Navy
Caught up in global chaos, the navies of World War II had to ﬁght campaigns that rarely matched prewar planning.
Each country found itself adapting its ﬂeet compositions, ship designs, personnel training, and weaponry to everchanging circumstances and ever-ﬂuctuating resources-with varying degrees of success.An understanding of the
successes and failures requires an uncompromising critique of the tools of war. Fleets of World War II pins down the
warships' actual qualities, a nation-by-nation survey covering everything from the mightiest battlewagons to modest
patrol craft.After ﬁfteen years as a staple of naval research, Fleets of World War II now appears in this updated edition
with expanded text and more than 150 photographs.Praise for the ﬁrst edition: "With a substantial library of good
books on the ﬁghting ships of the last century and a half, I am glad to add Richard Worth's Fleets of World War II to my
collection." -Frank Uhlig, Jr., U. S. Naval War College"This one book contains a perfect distillation of facts, theory and
application on almost any ship that saw use in World War II." -Wargamer.com"Fleets of World War II probably
represents the best single-volume comprehensive treatment of World War II warships available today." -William J.
Jurens, Warship Internationa

World War II For Dummies
John Wiley & Sons World War II was the most destructive event of the twentieth century. It was total war covering the
entire globe, and the nations that fought it employed every available resource, harnessing both technology and people
to one purpose. If you look at the world today, you’ll be hard-pressed to ﬁnd a country that was not aﬀected by this
war. If you want to ﬁnd out more about this war, without being overwhelmed, World War II for Dummies can help.
Whether you’re looking for a way to enhance your appreciation of the events that took place or just want to refresh
your memory without digging through countless volumes of World War II history, this book is right for you. Accurate
and easily accessible World War II for Dummies will help you explore a war that deﬁned and shaped the world we live
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in today. You’ll discover all the players—individuals as well as nations—who participated in the war and the politics
that drove them. Battle by battle, you’ll ﬁnd out how the Axis powers initially took control of the war and how the
Allies fought back to win the day. World War II for Dummies also covers: The origins and causes of World War II The
rise of Hitler and the Third Reich How the war was handled at home Germany’s invasion of Poland, France, Denmark,
Norway, Belgium, and Luxembourg Great Britain’s refusal to surrender after forty-two days of German aerial
bombardment The United States entrance into the war after Japan bombed Pearl Harbor The Allied invasion of
Normandy (D-Day) Germany’s last ditch eﬀort to stop the Allies at the Battle of the Bulge The use of the atomic bomb
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki World War II for Dummies is packed with fascinating anecdotes, interesting sidebars, and
top ten lists, that clue you in on many of the issues of this war. This friendly reference gives you the scoop on
everything from Pearl Harbor and the Holocaust to D-Day, Midway, and more.

Heroes of the Battleﬁeld
Raintree The year is 1939. Germany, led by Adolf Hitler, has invaded Poland. The world is about to enter into the
biggest and most terrible war in history. But from the depths of despair rose some very courageous, selﬂess
individuals, such as Douglas Bader, Leonard "e;Bud"e; Lomell and Joan Daphne Pearson, who risked their lives for the
sakes of others in need, often for no gain and with no recognition. Here are some of their incredible stories...

Double Edged Secrets
U.S. Naval Intelligence Operations in the Paciﬁc
Naval Institute Press Assigned to the combat intelligence unit in Honolulu from June 1941 until the end of World War II,
author W. J. Holmes was an important part of the naval organization that collected, analyzed, and disseminated
intelligence information, and his compassionate understanding of the business of intelligence gathering is unique.
Here, he not only captures the mood of the period but also gives rare insight into the problems and personalities
involved. The reader comes to fully appreciate the painful moral dilemma faced daily by commanders in the Paciﬁc
once the Japanese naval codes were broken. Every time the Americans made use of the enemy messages they had
decoded, they increased the probability that the Japanese would realize what had happened and change their codes,
thereby causing the U.S. Paciﬁc Fleet to lose a vital edge. Withholding the information, however, could - and
sometimes did - result in the loss of American lives and ships. This illuminating study reveals not only the diﬃculties of
collecting intelligence, but of deciding when to use it.

Commandos from the Sea
Soviet Naval Spetsnaz in World War II
Naval Inst Press During the Cold War the Soviets' elite naval spetsnaz units earned the grudging respect of the world's
special operations forces as the Eastern Bloc's toughest, best-trained commandos. Available for the ﬁrst time in the
West, this book tells the dramatic, action-packed story of the World War II forerunners of those spetsnaz - the naval
ground reconnaissance detachments - as they led the Soviet advance through the Crimea with the Black Sea Fleet and
through southeastern Europe with the Danube Flotilla. Readers follow the expert swimmers, parachutists, skiers,
mountain climbers, marksmen, and hand-to-hand combat specialists on one impossible mission after another, working
behind German lines to gather intelligence and conduct partisan and diversionary-demolition operations. With prices
on their heads, and hounded by ever growing numbers of German SS troops, the commandos lived by their wits and oﬀ
the land, ﬁghting their way out of every dangerous situation, blowing up bridges and fortiﬁcations, ambushing German
patrols, snatching prisoners, and reporting enemy strengths. Commandos from the Sea reads like the best
action/adventure ﬁction. Based on interviews and archival research, this unique contribution to the history of special
operations is a moving human drama of unorthodox characters who volunteer for suicide missions out of love for
country, each other, and their commander, Senior Lieutenant Viktor Kalganov - known as "The Beard." Mr. Strekhnin's
is the only account in English that details this little-known special warfare unit.

What Shall be Done about Japan After Victory?
The World War II Experience
Capstone There is no better way to understand World War II than to put yourself in the middle of the action. This
collection of 3 You Choose books takes you from the Attack on Pearl Harbor to the battleﬁelds of Europe, and the
struggles and challenges of the homefront. With more than 140 choice and 64 possible endings, The World War II
Experience will immerse you in the drama and action of World War II while providing greater understanding of this
world changing event.
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Day of Infamy
The Story of the Attack on Pearl Harbor
Capstone Classroom "In a narrative nonﬁction format, follows people who experienced the attack on Pearl Harbor"--

The United States Navy in World War II
From Pearl Harbor to Okinawa
Bloomsbury Publishing A comprehensive overview of the strategy, operations and vessels of the United States Navy
from 1941 to 1945. Although slowly building its navy while neutral during the early years of World War II, the US was
struck a serious blow when its battleships, the lynchpin of US naval doctrine, were the target of the dramatic attack at
Pearl Harbor. In the Paciﬁc Theatre, the US was thereafter locked into a head to head struggle with the impressive
Imperial Japanese Navy, ﬁghting a series of major battles in the Coral Sea, at Midway, the Philippine Sea, Leyte Gulf
and Okinawa in the struggle for supremacy over Japan. Having avoided the decisive defeat sought by the IJN, the US
increased industrial production and by the end of the war, the US Navy was larger than any other in the world.
Meanwhile in the west, the US Navy operated on a second front, supporting landings in North Africa, Sicily, and Italy,
and in 1944 played a signiﬁcant part in the D-Day landings, the largest and most complex amphibious operation of all
time. Written by an acknowledged expert and incorporating extensive illustrations including photographs, maps and
colour artwork, this book oﬀers a detailed look at the strategy, operations and vessels of the US Navy in World War II.

You Choose: World War II on the Home Front
An Interactive History Adventure
Capstone It's December 1941. The United States has just entered World War II. How will you help your country ﬁght for
its freedom? Will you: Help keep the country's economy going as a young mother in the work force? Try to ﬁt into
society as a wounded African American veteran? Help end prejudice against Japanese citizens as a 12 year old
California boy?

World War II U.S. Navy Vessels in Private Hands
The Boats and Ships Sold and Registered for Commercial
and Recreational Purposes Under the American Flag
McFarland During World War II, the U.S. Navy swiftly expanded to include an array of vessels, from smaller yachts and
ﬁshing boats bought early in the war for patrol work to fast, modern commercial ships built to haul troops and
supplies. After the Allied victory, this diverse ﬂeet became unnecessary and the Navy sold many of its vessels. This
comprehensive catalog documents the Navy ships and boats sold after the war and registered under the American ﬂag
for commercial or recreational purposes. Focusing on those vessels with names or clearly identiﬁable hull numbers and
crew accommodations, it chronicles each craft’s prewar ownership, wartime history, and postwar fate. The product of
painstaking detective work in a wide range of primary sources, this meticulous directory highlights an unexplored but
illuminating aspect of U.S. maritime history.

The Military by the Numbers
Capstone "Describes the four branches of the U.S. Military, breaking them down by the numbers"--

Wings of Gold
The U.S. Naval Air Campaign in World War II
Presidio Press From critically acclaimed military historian Gerald Astor comes Wings of Gold, the ﬁrst account of how
the airplane transformed the U.S. Navy and paved the way to victory in the Paciﬁc in World War II. Astor tracks that
fateful journey from its humble beginnings in 1910 when Eugene Ely ﬂew the very ﬁrst plane oﬀ the deck of a U.S.
Navy ship to the unprecedented air combat missions that helped defeat the Japanese. Few naval aviators in World War
II realized that when they earned their wings of gold they were about to become test pilots for a whole new kind of
combat. In their own words, these courageous ﬂiers describe the life-and-death air battles that deﬁned the revolution
in naval strategy that rose from the ashes of Pearl Harbor, when ﬁghter pilots watched in horror as Japanese carrier-
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launched aircraft bombed their planes and airﬁelds into smoking rubble. While following the pilots’ ﬁrsthand reports of
air strikes and blazing dogﬁghts across the islands and atolls of the Paciﬁc, Astor explores the ways the U.S. Navy
began its momentous transformation before the war. Later, the critical role of aircraft carriers in the stunning U.S.
victory at Midway sounded the death knell for conventional naval warfare, yet the public, the press, the Army, and
even the president’s advisors refused to recognize the new reality. In fact, only a few in the Navy understood that a
new era had begun that would change the face of war forever. The young Americans who fought the deadly duels
against Imperial Japanese forces high over the Paciﬁc gave everything they had to the war eﬀort, and many made the
supreme sacriﬁce. Wings of Gold pays tribute to their courage, daring, and selﬂess dedication. Vividly told, thoroughly
researched, and ﬁlled with stirring accounts of the Paciﬁc War’s greatest air battles, Wings of Gold is an important
addition to the annals of World War II aerial combat.

War at Sea
A Naval History of World War II
Oxford University Press on Demand From the sinking of the British passenger liner Athenia on September 3, 1939, by a
German U-boat (against orders) to the Japanese surrender on board the Missouri on September 2, 1945, War at Sea
covers every major naveal battle of World War II. "A ﬁrst-rate work and the best history of its kind yet written".--Vice
Admiral William P. Mack, U.S.N. (Ret.). 30 photos.

World War II US Navy Special Warfare Units
Bloomsbury Publishing With the need for large-scale amphibious landings to decide the outcome of World War II the US
Navy developed several types of specialized unit to reconnoitre potential landing areas, degrade the enemy's ability to
resist, and assist the landing forces on to the beaches. The Scouts and Raiders were the forerunners of the SEALs,
Beach Jumpers made elaborate simulated landings to distract the enemy, the Naval Combat Demolition Units and
Underwater Demolition Teams cleared obstacles to amphibious landings and Naval Group China fought alongside
Chinese guerrillas behind Japanese lines. This book uncovers the fascinating history of these units, the unique gear
they went into theatre with and the vital roles they carried out throughout the war.

Final Report, Japanese Evacuation from the West Coast,
1942
Japanese American Incarceration
The Camps and Coerced Labor During World War II
University of Pennsylvania Press "Japanese American Incarceration argues that the incarceration of Japanese
Americans created a massive system of prison labor that blurred the lines between free and forced work during World
War II"--

ULTRA and the Army Air Forces in World War II
An Interview with Associate Justice of the U.S. Supreme
Court Lewis F. Powell, Jr
Air Force

American Sailor
iUniverse "There is nothing glamorous about war! If I had to choose one word to describe war, it would be BORING. War
is a LOT of waiting. During WWII in the Navy you did the same routine day after day after day until you did your routine
like a bunch of zombies."-from "Life Aboard the Sara During WW II" by Vern BluhmFrom World War II through
Operation Desert Storm, "American Sailor: More Adventures To Go With The Job" tells exciting stories of a sailor's life
at sea during war and peace. Compiled from the experiences of author Donald Johnson and other U.S. Navy sailors,
"American Sailor" delivers a fascinating glimpse into the everyday exploits of men at sea.Johnson includes riveting
accounts of ship collisions, port calls, sailor humor, and personal experiences from World War II, Korea, Vietnam, and
the Middle East. Patriotic stories, stories from Navy Congressional Medal of Honor recipients, and tributes are also
included.With such adventures as the Battle of Guadalcanal and the Battle of Okinawa as seen through the eyes of a
sailor on the "USS Saratoga" and those of a naval intelligence specialist in Operation Desert Storm, "American Sailor"
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demonstrates the uniqueness of life in the Navy.

Naval Reservist
Air Force Magazine
Phenomenal Consciousness
Understanding the Relation Between Experience and
Neural Processes in the Brain
Routledge How can the ﬁne-grained phenomenology of conscious experience arise from neural processes in the brain?
How does a set of action potentials (nerve impulses) become like the feeling of pain in one's experience?
Contemporary neuroscience is teaching us that our mental states correlate with neural processes in the brain.
However, although we know that experience arises from a physical basis, we don't have a good explanation of why and
how it so arises. The problem of how physical processes give rise to experience is called the 'hard problem' of
consciousness and it is the contemporary manifestation of the mind-body problem. This book explains the key
concepts that surround the issue as well as the nature of the hard problem and the several approaches to it. It gives a
comprehensive treatment of the phenomenon incorporating its main metaphysical and epistemic aspects, as well as
recent empirical ﬁndings, such as the phenomenon of blindsight, change blindness, visual-form agnosia and optic
ataraxia, mirror recognition in other primates, split-brain cases and synaesthesia.

Hearings on National Defense Authorization Act for
Fiscal Year 1995--S. 2182 (H. R. 4301) and Oversight of
Previously Authorized Programs Before the Committee
on Armed Services, House of Representatives, One
Hundred Third Congress, Second Session
Full Committee Hearings on Authorization and Oversight
: Hearings Held February 2, 9, 22, 24, March 2, 3, 10, 16,
17, 23, 24, April 28, and May 17, 1994
A Good Life
Newspapering and Other Adventures
Simon and Schuster The classic New York Times bestselling memoir by legendary Executive Editor of The Washington
Post Ben Bradlee—with a new foreword by Bob Woodward and Carl Bernstein and an afterword by Sally Quinn. The
most important, glamorous, and famous newspaperman of modern times traces his path from Harvard to the battles of
the South Paciﬁc to the pinnacle of success at The Washington Post. After Bradlee took the helm in 1965, he and his
reporters transformed the Post into one of the most inﬂuential and respected news publications in the world,
reinvented modern investigative journalism, won eighteen Pulitzer Prizes, and redeﬁned the way news is reported,
published, and read. His leadership and investigative drive during the Watergate scandal led to the downfall of a
president, and his challenge to the government over the right to publish the Pentagon Papers changed the course of
American history. Bradlee’s timeless memoir is a fascinating, irreverent, earthy, and revealing look at America and
American journalism in the twentieth century — a “sassy, sometimes eye-poppingly, engrossing autobiography...must
reading” (The New York Times Book Review).
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Scouts and Raiders
The Navy's First Special Warfare Commandos
Praeger Pub Text The heretofore untold history of the Scouts & Raiders of World War II is the story of the original
ancestors of today's elite SEAL teams. As the Navy's ﬁrst special warfare commandos, these highly trained and skilled
oﬃcer/enlisted boat crews conducted pre-assault recons of landing beaches, hydrographic recons, marked assault
beaches, and guided in assault waves from 36-foot Scout boats, rubber boats, and kayaks at North Africa, Sicily,
Salerno, Anzio, Southern France, and Normandy. In the Paciﬁc, S&Rs served as Scout Intelligence Oﬃcers Amphibious
Scouts, Beachmasters, and with Underwater Demolition Teams of the 5th and 7th Amphibious Forces from Kwajalein to
Okinawa and in the Phillipines campaign.

By Water Beneath the Walls
The Rise of the Navy SEALs
Bantam A former Navy SEAL chronicles the history of the special operations unit, from their beginnings as unarmed
World War II frogmen to their rise to American's ﬁrst permanent commando force, deployed on counterterrorism and
capture-kill missions.

Marines In World War II - Saipan: The Beginning Of The
End [Illustrated Edition]
Pickle Partners Publishing On the outcome of the Battle of Saipain hung the fate of the Paciﬁc War, if the Japanese
were to lost this island then the Home Islands would ﬁnally be in range of serious American bombing. As the fanatical
resistance of the Japanese was raised to fever pitch by the exhortations of the high command, whilst the Marines who
had learnt hard lessons on assault landings knew that the capture of Saipan could shorten the war immeasurably; so
was set one of the bloodiest battles of the entire Paciﬁc Campaign. The Japanese fought with insane courage, leading
to massed banzai charges and civilian suicides; matches by the gritty determination of the experienced Marines to
conquer. Contains 103 photos and 24 maps and charts. “SAIPAN was one of the key operations in the Paciﬁc War; key
because it unlocked vast potentialities to the United States in projecting its might against the Japanese homeland; key
because it opened the door of distance which had meant security to the Empire. Invasion of Saipan provided the
supreme challenge in which the enemy was forced to select one of two alternatives: conserve his naval resources for a
later decision, leaving uncontested this penetration of his inner defense; or lash out in a vicious, showdown ﬁght. The
fact that he chose the latter course, and suﬀered a resounding defeat, is now history. The conquest of Saipan was,
among Paciﬁc operations up to that time, the most clear-cut decisive triumph of combined arms of the United States
over the Japanese. By June 1944, U. S. forces, long superior in quality of personnel and organization, were ﬁnally
greatly superior in materiel with which to ﬁght. Victory at Saipan made this apparent to all.”-C. B. CATES, GENERAL, U.
S. MARINE CORPS., COMMANDANT OF THE MARINE CORPS.
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